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Desktop Environment Configuration

HiDPI
If everything looks smaller than usual or you want to enlarge the content do the following: Search your computer
> Enter: System Settings > Select Displays > Adjust ‘Slider for menu and title bars’.
Overview
Most of the interaction with Unity takes place on the left and top edge. To the left, you find a sort of task
bar with launchers. To remove a launcher (such as the annoying Amazon launcher), right click it. To move a
launcher, drag it a bit to the right, then you can re-arrange it.
To open a new window of an application that is already running, right click the launcher and pick New Window
or similar. Alternatively, just middle-click the launcher:
– If you have a mouse, press down the scroll wheel
– Some Lenovo touchpads have a middle button
– HP touchpads: Press both of the lower mouse buttons at the same time
The top launcher with the styled Ubuntu logo opens a sort of start menu, the so-called Dash. Type to search
for installed applications, documents etc.
Unity moves menu points (File, Edit, View, ...) to the top bar in order to save space. Move your mouse up to
see them. Also, when maximizing a window, the close / restore / minimize buttons are placed in the very top
left corner, visible only when you point your mouse to the top edge.
Keyboard Shortcuts
You can use most of the keyboard shortcuts you are used to from Windows. Pressing and releasing the Super
Key (Windows key or Command key) on your keyboard will open the Dash. Alt+Tab switches between windows
(special in Unity / GNOME: Alt+§ switches between windows of the same program). Alt+F4 closes a window.
For more keyboard shortcuts, press and hold the Super Key.
Tweak Tool
Under GNOME and Unity there is a specialized application called the GNOME tweak tool that can be used to
configure various settings, much like the Control Panel under Windows or the System Preferences under OS X.
Unlike the GNOME / Unity settings center, the GNOME tweak tool focuses on slightly more specific settings
that may be especially interesting for power users. The name of the tool is misleading as it can tweak both
GNOME and Unity.
To use it, first install the package gnome-tweak-tool (refer to the previous pages to learn how to install software).
Once you have opened the program, you are greeted with various categories arranged in a list on the left-hand
side of the application window. It’s best to experiment with these settings yourself. To make it easier to find
what you’re looking for, here’s a quick run-down of what can be configured in the different categories:
– Appearance: Choosing between themes and turning animations on/off.
– Desktop: Setting visibility of desktop icons and changing the background of both desktop and lock
screen.
– Extensions: Turning on and off various GNOME Shell extensions that can be downloaded on the official
GNOME website.
– Fonts: Setting font size and style.
– Keyboard and Mouse: In this category you can enable/disable rather specific mouse and keyboard
settings such as keythemes. Note that more general settings for keyboard and mouse, like setting keyboard
shortcuts or changing the mouse sensitivity, can be accessed in the GNOME settings center (for GNOME
users) or in the System Settings (for Unity users).
– Power: Configure actions for when the power button is pressed or when the laptop lid is closed.
– Startup Applications: Add applications that are executed on login.
– Top Bar: Show/Hide elements on your top bar (the bar at the top of your screen that tells the time).
– Typing: This category contains a lot of settings for configuring what your mode keys (control, shift etc.)
do. You can also add keyboard options for typing non-latin letters.
– Windows: For configuring the behaviour of window focus, and titlebar actions.
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– Workspaces: Tuning workspace creation settings.
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